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Dan,
The talk I attended was, "Three Indispensable Secrets to Achieve Success in Life &
Business." To me this talk was very beneficial and helpful because I do aspire to own
my own business in the future. I think the two most beneficial "take away" from this talk
was the help that you and Dan offer help to us students, and that you are willing to answer questions that we have. Also, the quote that you had said, "Be aware of who you
become in the pursuit of what you want." This stuck with me because I have watched
people change and become different in the quest of what they want. The talk that I listened to made sense in my head, it took me a minute to comprehend that the "lie" of
only three secrets was not true and that there is a lot of them. Personally this helped me
because it will help me with the direction and the place where my head needs to be for
my goals to be attainable. I recently went and bought The Go Giver and I still have to
find time to read it but I am excited to see what it has to offer.
Overall, I believe that your talk went extremely well. With most of us FBLA members
aiming to own our own businesses in the future, it was helpful to hear from you two
about what it takes and what is useful in the journey to reach that goal. Thank you for
your time at our conference in Casper! I also hope to listen to the talk again at the State
Leadership Conference in March here in Cheyenne.
We will be in touch soon. Enjoy the cold!
Stacia Olson
State Parliamentarian
State FBLA Convention 2014 - Lecture - How to get the Job You Want and
Have Employers Call YOU!!!!

